Malapropic Yogi-isms

Have you ever known someone who could turn a phrase inside out and amuse everyone within hearing distance? Such is the case with a relative of a friend of ours. Some of his malapropisms and Yogi-isms listed below are sure to make you smile, chuckle, or guffaw.

“What’s good for the bees is good for the geese.”
“I’d fight back tooth and tail.”
“That would deserve me right.”
“It could be a hamper to you.”
“You have to pay the fiddle.”
“They’re so peptomistic.”
“Now, he’s a vantwilogist.”
“Are you interested in buying our remlents?”
“What are you going to do with the calf’s lizard?”
“Are you exhaling or breathing out?”
“I won’t eliminate on that.”
“Tennis is good for your heart and vasculator.”
“The doctor does rectal surgery on eyes.”
“That’s a good thumb of rule.”
“That’s the most blew up I’ve ever been blown.”
“These walls don’t have any inhalation in them.”
“We lost the game but we can’t hold you against it.”
“When I was a kid my dad found me with a beer and compensated it.”
“I get awfully festered building this house.”
“What kind of guns were those buzookis?”
“I know how the deal perspired.”
“Keep your fingers. This could be a good deal.”
“That love scene was pretty explised on TV.”
“It wasn’t a felony. I was a mistermanie.”
“I may be wrong, but I’m not far from it.”
“I had two oranges and a tambourine for lunch.”
“Phone call me back at your latest convention.”
“Are you going to be a wheel bearer at that funeral?”
“What are those things you wear fishing…wasters?”
“I don’t know about these environmentists.”
“I didn’t want to be a stick in the blanket.”
“She’s in a hard place on a rock.”
“Get my attorney after them and get their desperation.”